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Victoria Avenue included in the National
Register of Historic Places a fmai report
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The drive to achieve this distinction began in early 1998. Rob McCoy briefly was our historic consultant,
followed by Loren Bricker, Janet Teamen, Phillip N. Pregill and finally, unpaid but very helpful, Noel Vemun. This
array was prompted by the complex nature of the application. Almost all historic places are confined in site (buildings, statues, etc.), and the more than nine-mile length of our site was almost unique among applications. The early
response to our drafts by the Historic Preservation Office in Sacramento was not encouraging. The probable turning
point in negotiation was the "site visit" carried out (at our urgent request) by State Historian Cynthia Howse on
September 15, 1999. On this date Hal Snyder, Dave Roger, Loren Bricker and I gave Ms. Howse a comprehensive
tour of the Avenue, during which her initial skepticism gradually tumed to enthusiastic support; and Hal received a
police citation for "standing up in a movable convertible!"
However, after this visit, inter-historian conflicts continued. These resulted in a change in the portion of the
Avenue to be included in the application, restricting it to the segments between Ariington Ave. and Boundary St.
After a series of postponements, the application was presented to the State Historic Resources Commission
on August 11,2000, at a session attended by Hal Snyder, Marie Hempy, Loren Bricker, Janet Teamen and Rosemarie
Fernandez. It was placed on the Consent Calendar by Cynthia Howse and approved without discussion. Notice of
approval by the National Park Service, which is close to automatic, was received on October 26, 2000.
Funds to carry out this project were provided by Victoria Avenue Without Wires. Active support was provided by the City Council, the City Cultural Heritage Board, the City Planning Department, the officers and members of Victoria Avenue Forever, and by Knox Mellon (now State Historian!).

A Message from the President
by Lori Yates
It*s official - Victoria Avenue is now a registered National Historic Place. Our congratulations and
thanks go to Dan Hays and all the members of Victoria
AvenueWithoutWiresand VictoriaAvenueForeverwho
worked so hard for two years to achieve this wonderful
recognition.
Pop go the Blossoms! Unseasonably warm
weather is bringing the beautiful Southem Magnolias into
bloom much earlier than usual. Enjoy the displays as
these small trees pop out fuzzy golden buds, opening to
large blooms of lavender and cream. Look for them in
the median between Myrtle and Central, and also between
Gibson and Van Buren Blvd.
Peach and nectarine trees scattered from Madison to Jackson will soon open clouds of delicate flowers
in shades of pink and white. Drive, walk or bicycle along
the Avenue and enjoy springtime in Januar>' and February,

There are no icy blizzards here-just showers of petals,
Other eyes are looking, too. Vandals who cut
branches from the trees, BEWARE. This year Riverside
Police Department ground and air units will patrol during bloom time. The dark of night will not shelter thieves,
The police helicopter uses high-tech sensing devices.
Otherpatrols will be quietly active to discourage
thieves. So much serious damage has occurred in recent
years. YOU CAN HELP! If you see suspicious activity,
please call the police at 787-7911.
Volunteers needed! We always need helping
hands for our monthly Saturday morning planting and
work parties. Now we are also very much in need of
help to spread mulch that has been dumped in the median. We also need hay or manure type pitchforks. If
you can donate time or tools, call Lori Yates, 687-4362
or Marge Montgomery, 686-6645.

Tree Talk
Cercis

Redbud

by Darteen A. DeMason
Professor of Botany "
University of California, Riverside

Among the early blooming trees on Victoria Avenue are the Redbuds (Cercis sp.), which are
both delicate and spectacular in the spring. This genus is a member of the legume family (Fabaceae)
and a number of species are used as ornamentals. The most commonly used one is Cercis canadensis,
the Eastern Redbud. A numer of diferent varieties are known that vary in flower color, 'alba' (white),
'Oklahoma' (wine red) and 'Rubye Atkinson' (pink). Another species native to California, Cercis
occldentalis, is also grown in the western states.
Redbuds are small to medium-sized trees with deciduous, heart-shaped leaves. Although their
typical lugume type flowers are relatively small, and delicate, they open before the new leaves expand
and are arranged in such abundant, dense clusters all along the branches that the whole tree seems to be
wreathed in pink. The flowers are followed by brown, beanshaped pods. The heart-shaped, soft green leaves are attractive
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Commemorative Trees Planted
On Veteran's Day, November 11, 2000, Victoria Avenue Forever volunteers gathered to plant
nine redbuds 'Oklahoma' in the block between Jackson and Gibson Streets. Five of the trees were
replacements for trees that were stolen or that had died; four of the trees were designated as Commemorative Trees.
PACE Class (Sports Center)
2 trees
In memory of Doris Sulak
Friends and Family
In honor of Donald E. Munnecke
Kathleen Asper
In memory of Viola Campbell
Eager for more tree planting, the V A F volunteers moved to the block between St. Lawrence and
Adams Streets to plant nine chaste trees (Vitex agnus-castus), all designated as Commemorative Trees.
In this block, the chaste trees alternate with a very rarely seen tree which has no common name,
Caesalpinia spinosa.
Renovators
In memory of Jerod Coffer-Schroeder
Friends of Doris Waggoner
In memory of Doris Waggoner
Edward and Louise Scagliotta
In memory of Doris Waggoner
Eric Traboulay, Jr.
In memory of Ryan Traboulay
Eric and Myrtle Traboulay
In memory of Ryan Traboulay
Richard and Caren Erickson
Louis and Joan Tavaglione
In memory of Ryan Traboulay
Kathleen Asper
In memory of Bob Stewart
Victoria Avenue Forever
In honor of Jack M. Harris
Marilyn and Don Harris
In memory of Katherine Ewert
The main task of the December 9, 2000, work party was to take rose cuttings to plant between
Grace and Jefferson Streets, but several VAF volunteers offered to help plant four chaste trees between
Jefferson and St. Lawrence Streets. All were dedicated as Commemorative Trees.
Charlotte and Thomas Johnson
In honor of Betty Harder
Friends and Family
3 trees
In memory of Alger Fast
All donors of Commemorative Trees, and honorees or next-of-kin of those commemorated
receive a map showing the exact location of their tree so that they may check on its growth.

Gifts to the Endowment Fund
Victoria Avenue Forever wishes to acknowledge with gratitude the generous gifts from members and friends to further the beautification of Victoria Avenue. These gifts will pay quarterly dividends—for four seasons, to be exact—in an ever-changing colorscape of flowering plants.
Walt and Betty Parks
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn L . Moss
Glen and Nancy Stephens
In memory of Beverly Anderson
Don and Janet Bell
Mrs. Ernest Wilson
In memory of Robert Patton
Suzanne Wlson
In memory of Robert Patton
Sylvia Broadbent
Natalie Runglund
The Endowment Fund currently stands at $20,300.

We Need Volunteers! And Lots of Them!
by Hal Snyder
Each year since Spring of 1991, Victoria
Avenue Forever volunteers have tumed out enthusiastically to plant trees on the Avenue. No
one had any idea that it would take ten years to
replace the missing median trees, but we are now
at the point where only the occasional tree will
need to be replaced. That means we can devote
more attention to the thousands of missing roses.
The only cost-effective way to obtain
sufficient stocks of Ragged Robin roses is to take

the cuttings ourselves. And that means that large
numbers of hands must be willing to brave thorns
to take and plant those cuttings, the results of
one's labors may not be as immediately apparent as with planting a tree, but given a little time,
the results willshow. Where else can you get
such a return for two hours of time?
Please won't you help at the next rose
planting?

Rose Planting

i

January 13, 2001 9:00 am to 11:00 am
Meet at Jane and Victoria
Bring clippers and/or loppers • Wear gloves and long sleeves

Spring Clean-up at Dr. Lewis Garden
The Mexican marigolds are a blaze of
yellow at the Dr. Lewis Garden. The purple
Mexican sages still are showy, though a little
floppy at this point. Soon, though, it will be
time to do a little tidying up, cutting back the
marigolds and the salvias, the lantanas and the
grasses to make room for new growth for the
next crop of blooms.
It has been said before, and it bears repeating, that the Dr. Lewis Garden is about as

maintenance-free as a garden can possibly be.
But even so, once a year, attention must be paid
to keep it looking presentable. In addition to
pruning and tidying, the mulch that was spread
three years ago has rotted away and must be renewed.
We need your help. Don't worry if you
are not an expert gardener. Instruction will be
given on how to deal with each kind of plant.

Spring Clean-up
February 10, 2001 9:00 am to 11:00 am
Meet at Jane and Victoria
Bring clippers, loppers, gloves, rakes, shovels

Bench Replacement
Several years ago one of the two cement benches in the Dr. Peter Lewis Garden at Jane and
Victoria was stolen. The thieves were exceptionally determined, since the bench was heavy, and it had
been cemented to its base.
It is also amazing that no one saw them carrying the bench to the street, or stopped to ask them what
they were doing, especially since the theft occurred during daylight hours!
The Neil Kipnis family has stepped forward to donate a replacement bench in memory of their
daughters' great-grandmother, Evelyn Brody.
Bill Gardner has devised a method of securing the bench so that hopefully any thief who takes a
liking to the new bench will be foiled. Thank you to the Neil Kipnis family!

Eucalyptus Fund
In the last Victoria AveNews, members were updated on efforts to control the lerp psyllids in the
red gum trees on the Avenue. Special donations were sought to help defray the $3,000 cost of treating die
soil under these trees to control this dangerous pest. A heartfelt thank you to the following VAF members
who so generously responded:
T.O. and Joan Stewart
Helen and Matt Frielander
John and Clara Baccarella
Ernestine Barrett
Allen Hansen
*
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SIGNS - SIGNS - AND MORE NAILS!
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Marie Hempy

We have been increasingly distressed by
the numbers of signs that are being posted on
Victoria Avenue. Not only is the posting of these
signs in violation of the city code prohibiting
A N Y signs on Victoria Avenue (except those concerning safety), but they are destroying the beauty
of our Avenue! The weekend garage sale signs
seem to be in the greatest abundance.
An intersection of the Avenue with signs obhterating the view

A second problem with the display of these signs is that a good majority of
them are posted on living trees. Each nail embedded in the tree bark is one
step closer to the death of the tree. The
nail goes through the cambium layer,
inhibiting the flow of sap which is vital
to the life of the tree. This goes for palm
trees too!
We know none of you would ever put
a sign on a tree on Victoria Avenue, but
your neighbors might. Please caution
them against this destructive practice.
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Signs are damaging the tree

Tree on Victoria with more nails than wood
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JOIN VICTORIA AVENUE F O R E V E R
(Current members will be notified when their membership expires)
Victoria Avenue Forever (VAF) is a non-profit organization founded in 1990, dedicated to the preservation and beautification of Victoria Avenue. Through fundraisers and membership support, V A F has purchased
plants and trees, organized tree planting parties, planted over 150 trees, organized tree care activities, and
informed our members about the history and value of the plantings on the avenue.
To fmd out more about the history of Victoria Avenue, to find out how you can become a member, and
to volunteer for activities, please fill in the form below and mail today. We'd love to have you join us!
NAME:

PHONE:

ADDRESS

Make your tax-deductible checks payable to Victoria Avenue Forever
and mail to 6475 Victoria Avenue, Riverside, CA 92506
$10.00 Individual
$50.00 Sustaining

$20.00 Family
I would like to volunteer

for V A F Endowment Fund
In honor/memory of
$_

(Please circle one and include name if desired)

Thanks to Century 21 • Lois Lauer Realty
....for the use of their computer in preparing
this newsletter.

